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Family Reflections 
 
Prayer for CoVID;   Christmas Eve Watching on-line 
1 Cor. 10:13, Jeremiah 29:4-11 
 

Mark 2:15 – 3:6 (3rd Message in Mark) 
 
Give Context  
 
1st Message: Mark’s Introduction - The identity of Jesus 

• The prophesied Christ or Messiah, who would save Israel and the world 

• The Son of God, A Unique divine son who would be a king of both heaven and 
earth and fully represent God the Father at all time. 

• The Servant of God, who would suffer and bear the sins of the whole world and 
immediately do whatever the Father asked him. 

• Declared in five different ways  
 
2nd Message: Mark Established the prototypical ministry of Jesus 

• Jesus came to compassionately preach and do the works of God with the 
attendant authority of God the Father. His purpose was to announce that the 
Kingdom of Heaven had come to earth in His person and to call people to believe 
He was the Christ, the Son of God, and the Servant of God and consequently to 
leave everything and follow Him. 

Leaving everything was the desired response to Jesus; 

• Crowds loved Him, but did not become followers. 

• Some of those He called, however, became disciples and followed him 

Blocks to receiving Jesus 

• Scribes and Pharisees were skeptical and reasoned in their minds about His 
identity based on what they thought they “knew to be true” so they could not and 
would not receive Him. 

 
3rd  Message: Mark gave us addition insight into ministry of Jesus 

• He comes to bring sinners into fellowship with the Father. 

• He removes the striving of religion and the striving of provision. 

• He heals what cripples us. 

• He brings us into the rest of God, which is a place of His rule the He entirely 
provides for us. 

Key to Receiving: New wine requires new wineskins 

Hurdles to receiving the ministry of Jesus: 

• Faulty Worldview: Old and erroneous understandings and expectations of who 
God is and how He works. 

• Bound by Law/Self-Effort: Being bound through religious striving to earn the 
favor of God. 

• Religious Offense: Being caught in religious tradition which seems contradictory 
to how God is moving now. 

• Holding on to the Old: Trying to patch the new onto the old. 
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Read Mark 3:7-35 (Limit Commentary) 
 

First Chiasm (3:7-20)   Structure 

A.  Crowds from everywhere so crushing Jesus has to get on a boat - they are hungry 
for what He does, meaning they come as consumers! Demons know Jesus is the 
Son of God. 

B.  He calls many; Of those who chose to follow, He appoints 12 to BE with 
Him and DO what He does. (apostles). He names them with characteristic of 
who they are. 

A'  Crowds so crushing He cannot eat. But his family and people say He is out of mind. 
Irony: Demons get who He is and why he came, but His family does not. 

 
Second Chiasm (3:21-35) 

A. Crowds press on Jesus and family shows up to lay hold of him. 

  B. Pharisees say he has a demon, and His work is from the Devil 

  C.  Central teaching – Binding and casting out demons (the strongman) is 

evidencing a different Kingdom is at work here. It's God, so don't blaspheme 
the work of the Spirit! 

 B’ For they said he had a demon 

A’ Family shows up to take him away while he is surrounded by crowds who get it. 

 
Punch Line: Who is my family? He who does God’s will = (hearing who Jesus is, 
answering the call to follow as an apprentice, and being so surrendered that He can 
appoint us to share in His ministry).  
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Background on Jewish Rabbinic Yeshiva Groups 
 
The practice of a Jewish rabbi having a tight group of followers called disciples was very 
common in Jesus’ day. Jesus Himself was considered a rabbi, and his followers were 
called his disciples. The meaning of disciples is learner or pupil. According to Doug 
Greenwold,1 the role of the rabbi was to know the Scriptures and the ways of God and 
represent them effectively to his learners. Disciples would choose whom they would 
follow based on the rabbi’s teachings. To become a disciple, the disciple would need to 
agree to totally submit to the rabbi’s authority in all areas of interpreting the Scriptures 
and the practices of his life. Yeshivas, or groups of disciples, gathered in community (for 
to be a disciple is a community event).  In these groups, they would intensely dialogue 
over various aspects of life and what the Scriptures had to say about them. Real life 
questions were asked. Assignments or practicum in order to facilitate transference was 
given. Greenwold states, “Life questions were the causative factors in searching the 
Scriptures for authoritative direction.”  Behavioral change and lifestyle adaptation was 
always in mind. Greenwold says it this way:  
 

 

1 The following is taken from: Doug Greenwold, “Being a First-Century Disciple,” Feb. 28, 2007, accessed 

November 1, 2015, https://bible.org/article/being-first-century-disciple. 
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“Unlike many of our contemporary discipleship programs, there was no curriculum or 
agenda for this multi-year discipling experience. Rather it was a continual daily 
relational living experience where either the rabbi would ask questions of the disciple as 
he closely observed the disciple’s daily life, or the disciple would initiate a discussion by 
raising an issue or asking a question based on some aspect of his daily life. In the 
dynamics of this intimate discipling community, all of a disciple’s daily life was 
observable by the rabbi. A disciple would expect the rabbi’s consistent and persistent 
question, “Why did you do that?” The emphasis was always on behavior formation, not 
just the imparting of wisdom and related interpretive information. In this interactive 
manner, the rabbis functioned to clear up gray areas of understanding and difficult 
areas of textual interpretation for their disciples. By always asking questions, the rabbis 
were concentrating on developing discernment in the mind of the disciple, not the 
imparting of “how to” formulas.”  
 
All disciples in Jesus’ time had a deep desire to emulate their rabbi. They were first 
called to learn and believe. Then they were called to act. So, modeling and transference 
was a process. It roughly followed this paradigm; “I will teach and show you how; then 
you try it, and I will be with you; now you go and do as I do while taking others with you 
to train them as well in the way.” Transference was more than our western 
understanding of knowledge or belief. The Hebrew understanding of belief was not 
based on a mere intellectual assent to a creed. Rather, to believe was an active verb 
indicating a willingness to forsake all to follow and surrender one’s life to the rabbi’s 
understanding of Scripture and God. In sum, we have seen that the essential qualities 
of first-century disciples under a rabbi were: desire to follow with full submission, 
emulation, biblical literacy, community, transparency and a willingness to give up all of 
their preconceived notions of how to live one’s life. 
 
In many respects Jesus’s approach differed from the rabbis of His day. First, He sought 
God the Father and called His disciples to follow Him, when the common practice 
of the day was for disciples to seek out and voluntarily choose which rabbis they 
wished to follow. Luke 6:12-13 In addition, Jesus’ methods were both old and new. 
“He taught more as a bearer of divine revelation than furthering Old Testament rabbinic 
practice of instructing on issues of Mosaic laws. He was not a link of perpetuation in the 
chain of Jewish tradition. 
 
Background on Apostle (Apostolos) 
 
Jesus borrowed the term apostle from the language of the day. It was a term that was 
used to name those who were sent on a delegated mission to either do a task or to 
bring the culture of the sending king or government to a foreign land.  They were on 
specific assignment and under the delegated authority and power of their sending king 
or government. 2 

 
There are important OT and NT etymological understandings of the word apostle. In 1 
Kings 14:6 the Septuagint translates the noun, “sent one” (the Hebrew word, shalach) 

 

2 Trent C. Butler, ed., “Entry for 'Apostles',” Holman Bible Dictionary, (Nashville, TN: Broadman & 

Holman Publishers), 1991, accessed November 1, 2015, http://www.studylight.org/dictionaries/hbd/view.cgi?n=385. 
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as “apostle.” 3 A shalach is a dispatched ambassador with a message under the 
delegated authority of a ruler. Similarly, the Aramaic translation of the NT uses the word 
Hebrew word, shalach, to translate the Greek word, apostle, in John 13:16. The Rabbis 
said of a shalach 'the one sent by a man is as the man himself;' i.e., the sent person is a 
minister plenipotentiary for the one who sent him. In all Jewish usage, the central idea is 
official delegatedness. The shalach is not a preacher, as such, or missionary, or herald 
(though these may be true of him). Rather, his capacity is that of one empowered by a 
sending party or group to act with full authority for the sender. The apostolate and 
Jesus' words to His apostles come immediately to mind: 'He that receives you receives 
Me, and he that receives Me receives Him that sent Me' (Matt. 10:40). 
 

The Septuagint (the Greek translation of the OT) further emphasizes the 
empowered capacity of the one sent. It uses apostello or exapostello (which are the 
Greek words for apostle) some seven hundred times to translate a related but different 
Hebrew word, salah [ ַלח  Salah is a cognate of shalach. It means to stretch out, or .[ שָׁ
send out. More than the act of sending, however, this word includes the idea of the 
authorization of a messenger. The noun, apostolosis, found only in 1 Kings 14:6, clearly 
has the commissioning and empowering of the prophet in mind. Thus, the Septuagint 
uses the apostello word-group to denote the authorization of an individual to fulfill a 
particular function, with emphasis on the one who sends, not on the one who is sent. 

This concept is further illustrated in the New Testament Greek etymology of the 
word apostle (apóstolos). Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon says that an apostle is a 
delegate, messenger, or one sent forth with orders. Liddell-Scott-Jones’ lexicon offers 
this definition: 1) messenger, ambassador, or envoy sent on a mission; 2) naval 
squadron or expedition of envoys.4 Apostalate was the term used by the Greeks of 
commanders of a fleet of ships or a military company. The lead ship was called an 
apostolate. The apostles were the commanders sent on a specific mission to conquer 
and acculturate new territory. In earlier classical Greek there was a distinction between 
an ággelos, or messenger and an apostolos, who was not a mere messenger, but a 
delegate or representative of the person who sent him. “Apostle,” used in the sense of 
“messenger” is rare. More common is the verb, “apostello,” referring to the sending of a 
fleet or an embassy. The Roman etymology for apostolos is similar. The Romans 
borrowed the term from the Greeks and used it to name the one sent to acculturate the 
culture of Rome into the territory in which Rome was conquering and bringing it into 
Roman society. Rome would send someone to make the new territory look and feel like 
the Roman culture. 
 
 

Application – Move From the Called Crowd to a Follower to a Sent One 
 

 

3 S.R. Brown, Francis Driver, Charles A. Briggs, The Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English 

Lexicon, lexical search on shalach on Studylight.org, accessed November 1, 2015, www.studylight.org. 

4 Henry George Liddell, Robert Scott, and James Morris Whiton, A Lexicon Abridged from Liddell and 

Scott's Greek-English Lexicon (Charleston, SC: Nabu Press a division of BiblioBazaar., 2010), accessed via 

http://www.studylight.org/lexicons/greek/gwview.cgi?n=652. 
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Elaborate 

 
 

 
 
Matthew 12:22-32   Elaborate, what is it?? 
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Gospel  Zoom Call on Tuesday (Slide)   
 
Ministry 
 
Have you said yes to following Jesus? 
 
Making room for Him in the new. 


